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Abstract. In a previous work [12, 11], the authors proposed SPAN: a
learning algorithm based on temporal coding for Spiking Neural Network
(SNN). The algorithm trains a neuron to associate target spike patterns
to input spatio-temporal spike patterns. In this paper we present the
details of experiment to evaluate the feasibility of SPAN learning on
a real-world dataset: classifying images of handwritten digits. As spike
encoding is an important issue in using SNN for practical applications,
we discuss few methods for image conversion to spike patterns. The ex-
periment yields encouraging results to consider the SPAN learning for
practical temporal pattern recognition applications.
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1 Introduction
Driven by the emerging need for systems that can behave autonomously and
adaptively through learning, research is turning to biological intelligence for
better solutions. The knowledge about how the brain is functioning that be-
comes available due to the discoveries of neuroscience is inspiring researchers to
mimic the brain, at different levels, to create more efficient methods and sys-
tems. Spiking Neural Networks (SNN) [5, 9], considered the third generation of
artificial neural networks, is an important tool to model many functional aspects
of the brain. Furthermore, SNN models have been investigated for a number of
computer applications including computer vision [18, 3], speech recognition [17],
autonomous robots [4, 15] and others.
Most of real-world data is represented as static or dynamic continuous values.
In the latter case, data changes in time and space where useful knowledge can
be extracted only after a certain time period of observing the data. An example
is extracting information from video data, such as human action recognition for
human-robotic interaction or security/health surveillance.
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SNN internally use spikes to communicate, where information is encoded in
the time of the spikes. That makes SNN to be suitable for spatio-temporal data
processing. However, for SNN to be applicable for real-world problems, input
data needs to be transformed into spikes before it can be processed in SNN.This
conversion should be done properly such that the inter-class/intra-class relation-
ships between data categories are preserved, otherwise the recognition task using
SNN will be hard to yield accurate results.
In fact how to encode information into spikes is a challanging problem that
extends to a deep research field in neuroscience. According to previous studies
such as in [6] and recent one [14], temporal coding whereby information is
encoded into precise time of the spikes, plays a significant role in the neural
code of the brain especially in the visual system.
SPAN [12, 11], is a learning algorithm for spiking neural networks which is
based on encoding input information as precise time of spikes (Temporal coding).
This is opposite to rate coding where information is coded in the mean firing
rate of the neurons. The algorithm was evaluated mainly on two tasks: precise
time spike sequence generation, and spike pattern classification [12]. In spike
sequence generation task, a spiking neuron is trained to generate any random
spike train in response to a recognised pattern of input spike sequences (spike
trains). This property is also used for temporal spike pattern classification by
training the neuron to associate different spike trains to different input classes.
Recently, we have extended the application of the algorithm to train multiple
neurons to classify multiple classes of spike patterns generated artificially [10].
In this paper, we investigate SPAN learning on a practical dataset where the
task is to classify images of handwritten digits from the MNIST dataset [7]. The
first stage in the learning process is to convert the images into spike patterns.
The conversion is done using the Virtual Retina [19] -a simulator that transforms
image/video into pattern of spike trains. The generated patterns are used to train
a single layer of SPANs for classification. The MNIST is a non-linear dataset
which guarantees that the different spike pattern classes have more complicated
inter/intra- class characteristics, i.e., patterns that belong to the same class are
varied and there is overlap between different classes, giving a clear indication of
the feasibility of SPAN learning for a practical applications.
2 Image to Spike Coding
The main function of the biological retina is converting input image stimulus to
patterns of spikes. How different features of the stimulus relate to the structure
of the generated spike pattern is not clear. A number of research works have
proposed simplified software and hardware tools to model the retina and other
parts of the visual system. Rank Order Coding (ROC) is one of the earliest coding
scheme for image coding is based on the biological principle of fast processing
of image stimulus in the brain [16]. Information is encoded in the order of spike
firing across a population of neurons in which each neuron fires at most a single
spike. Based on this coding, a face identification system is proposed [2] and also
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an evolving SNN (eSNN) architecture for integrated audio-visual information
processing and pattern recognition [20].
A piece of hardware referred to Silicon Retina(SR) was made to convert in-
put streams of image frames into spike patterns in a format referred to Address
Encoding Representation (AER) [8]. The pixels of the SR respond to events that
represent relative changes in intensity by computing the difference in pixel in-
tensity between two successive frames (temporal contrast) and generating spikes
if this difference exceeds a threshold value. Although the concept is simple, the
hardware implementation provides fast computation power necessary for certain
vision application.
The Virtual Retina (VR) is a software simulator that models more com-
plicated aspects of the biological retina. It transforms a video input into spike
patterns [19]. The VR consists of three stages of processing layers that corre-
spond to different layers of the retina, namely the Outer Plexiform Layer (OPL),
Contrast Gain Control (CGC) and the Ganglion layer (GL). Particularly, the GL
layer is responsible of converting continuous current into spike trains. The con-
version is performed using a Noisy Leaky Integrate and Fire (LIF) neuron, where
the time delay of the generated spikes is proportional to the input current. The
noise is represented as a random value added to the membrane potential of the
LIF neuron in order to reproduce the variability found in trail-to-trail spike
recording of real ganglion cells. Because the conversion is temporal, the VR is
suitable to use for SPAN learning which is also based on temporal coding. We
use a basic configuration of the VR, that consists of OPL and a single GL, as
an encoder to convert digit images into spike patterns.
3 SPAN Learning Method and Network Topology
In this section, we describe briefly SPAN learning rule and the SNN network
architecture. More details can be found in previous publications [10–12]. SPAN
rule is a supervised learning method to associate input spike pattern to a target
spike train by adjusting the weights of the input synapses according to the
following formula:
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where τs is the kernel function time constant, e is the exponential constant, ti, ta
and td are the times of the input, actual output and target spikes respectively,.
According to this rule, the synaptic weight w is adjusted based on the precise
time of the input, output and target spikes. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of
the SNN network, for two classes, trained by the above rule.
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Fig. 1: The SNN topology used in this work. It is a single layer of spiking neurons,
each neuron is trained to recognize a single digit.
The network could be used to classify multi-class spike patterns or to generate
different spike trains. In [10], we have evaluated the network in classifying multi-
ple categories of spike patterns generated artificially. The dataset was created by
generating a number of template spike patterns, based on a uniform distribution.
Then, using these templates many samples were generated by adding time delay
jitters to the spikes of the templates. Therefore, it is likely this procedure will
lead to a dataset that is linearly separable. Hence, in next section we evaluate
SPAN on a more realistic dataset.
4 Learning Handwritten Digits Using SPAN
4.1 Description of the data
The MNIST handwritten digits, available from [7], is a well-known dataset used
by many researchers to evaluate pattern recognition methods. Each image is
28 × 28 pixels. We use 200 sample images per digit (a total of 2000 images)
for training and the network is tested on different 200 images per digit. Each
sample digit is converted into spike pattern using the Virtual Retina [19]. The
produced spike pattern consists of 784 spike trains. Fig.2 shows an example of
the generated spike patterns for four digits. It can be noted that it is quite
difficult to recognize the digit by only looking at the spike pattern.
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Fig. 2: Raster plots of the generated spike patterns by the Virtual Retina for the
first four digits.
4.2 Experimental Setup
SPAN rule is used to train the network of Fig. 1 to learn the animated digit
images. The network consists of ten neurons, each for one digit class. The weights
are initialised randomly in the range [0.0, 5.0]. Each neuron has 784 synapses
corresponding to (28 × 28) pixels of the input image. Therefore, there are 7840
synapses to be trained (784 synapse × 10 classes).
The neurons are Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) described by the following
differential equation:
τm
dui
dt
= −ui(t) +R I
syn
i (t) (2)
where Isyni is the input signal current. The constant τm = RC is called the mem-
brane time constant of the neuron and fixed to 10ms. Whenever the membrane
potential ui crosses a threshold ϑ = 20mv, the neuron fires a spike and its po-
tential is reset to a reset potential ureset = 0mv. The learning rate (λ) in Eq. 1
is fixed to 0.01.
Each neuron is trained to produce a target spike train={25.,35.,45.,55.,65.,
75.,85.,95.}ms selected randomly when a spike pattern from the assigned class
is presented at the input and not to spike when patterns from other classes
presented. In principle, different output spike patterns can be used for different
digits.
The training is performed in 200 epochs, in each epoch the samples of each
class (digit) are presented in random order. After each presentation of a training
pattern, the synaptic weights of the neurons are updated according to Eq. 1.
Thus, the training is performed in incremental mode [10] rather than batch mode,
in which synapses are updated only after presenting the all training samples.
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Fig. 3: (a) The average accuracy obtained in the training and testing phase for
the ten digits. (b) Evolution of the classification error, computed using 200
training and testing patterns, after each training sample presentation.
4.3 Results
We report the ability of the network to learn and classify the digit dataset in
terms of classification accuracy. The classification accuracy on each digit class is
defined as the number of patterns classified correctly over the total number of
training(testing) patterns for that digit. Fig. 3a reports the obtained accuracy
for the ten digits.
The network was able to learn to recognize the ten digits with an average
accuracy of 92% in the training set and 86.6% in the testing set. Digit 8 has the
minimum accuracy of 78.8% while the highest accuracy was obtained for digit
1 with a value of 96%, i.e., digit 1 has the most distinctive spike patterns. The
obtained results confirm the ability of the network to classify the digit dataset
with a good efficiency. We note that we have obtained the same generaliza-
tion(testing) accuracy of 86% when the trained network was evaluated on more
testing samples (10000 testing samples).
To understand the network better, the evolving of the network performance
during training is investigated. During the training phase, the misclassification
accuracy(error), computed on 200 images from the training set and another 200
images from the testing set, are recorded after each input presentation. There are
2000 training samples and 200 epochs which leads to 2000 × 200 presentations.
However, we report the testing and training misclassification error in a step of 200
and up to 40000 presentations as shown in Fig. 3b. The figure shows the testing
error curve is following closely the training curve. After about 4000 presentation
, which is equivalent to two training epochs, the error curves start to flat and
show very slow change. Thus, it is possible to train the network with less than
20 epochs to obtain good results. In fact, there should be a balance between the
number of training epochs and number of training samples. Sufficient number of
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training samples with few tens of epochs training are required for satisfactory
training for this experiment.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have demonstrated the application of SNN trained with SPAN [10–
12] on learning and classifying images of handwritten digits. One crucial factor
in using SNN for real-world computer application is properly encoding the infor-
mation into spike patterns. SPAN learning method is based on temporal coding,
i.e., information is coded into the precise time of the spikes. Using the VR [19],
it was possible to spike encode the digit images and classify the generated spike
patterns efficiently. It is noted that the neurons are trained to produce the de-
sired spike sequence in response to their class and not to fire for other classes.
After training, the synaptic weights take positive (excitatory) and negative (in-
hibitory) values This means the neuron is learning its class and also learning to
reject other classes through weights adjustment. It might be more desirable to
design a mechanism that is based on inhibition to suppress the neuron firing,
for example using a similar mechanism to “winner-takes-all” as it is in [1]. In
addition, the used network consists of a single layer of spiking neurons and there
are no specific features extracted for classification. Therefore, there is a space
for more investigation to enhance the architecture of the network to achieve bet-
ter results. Although the digit images are static data where other conventional
methods can perform better, however after spike encoding the generated spike
patterns are temporal data. The video data will take a similar form after spike
conversion, indicating that the proposed method has also the potential to be
applied for video signals with little modification to the algorithm, which will be
our future work to investigate. Furthermore, SPAN learning will be enhanced
for online learning and classification. We are also investigating the feasibility
of SPAN implementation on a SNN chip scuh as the SRAM- based chip [13].
Such implementation will make it possible to use SPAN for a broad range of
engineering applications based on the principle of embedded systems.
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